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Hello, and welcome to another edition of RHETORIC, your one reason for living'

News in the Office this month is we nearly burnt down "What's that noise r, said Ally one night. A funny 'clonk'
echoed somewhere in the house. I went to investigate and discovered a glow at the back of the washing machine. It
was on fire. The plastic soon had a roaring glow going with the metallic case shielding the fire from my efforts to
extinguish it. Sufficeto say, I lived to tell the tale though I pooh a bit from wearing clothes longer than hygienically
sensible while we wait for the new machine to turn up.

Also new in is my new printer. The old Lexmark 1100 was a cheapo machine given away in the package when I
bought my PC. Like most Lexmarks, it produces good text, but you spend a fortune in ink for the privilege I
The new HP Deskjet 950 C is a great machine and. like most things I buy, has become instantly obsolete with the
new HP Deskjet 9s9C model being released. It should at least show an improved clarity in print with an option to
produce pictures,' optimised for photocopy or fax'.

Apologies for the error in printing last time. The extra page with a few lines of Franks letter was obviously not
intended for print, (or so I thought), and subsequent pages were mucked up as the photocopier must have had to
rearrange latter pages. Jim Cjrooms article got messed up and the LISP manual isn't removable as intended. (I try and
arrange those pages so they can be removed from the mag and compiled into a complete manual.) Anyone wishing
a reprint of the first pages should send me an SAE.

Much Oric activity continues with TWILlCjHTE working on various utilities before continuing work on a game.
An Oric Atmos case was sent out to the Netherlands, (though it hasn't arrived yet), to get another Orician up and
running again. Mark Vermeulen has sent me some disk images on CD-ROM which has some software you won't
have seen before on it.

The internet newsgroup continues to be active, thought the mailing list has been quiet for a while. So there's plenty
happening out there and Ihope you find something of interest in this issue.

(VIusv
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In th,is issue,.
MORE LETTERS. Quite a few letters, catching up with correspondence. Just in is another from John
Hurley. Thanks also for the disk John! Updated versions of League Soccer and The Boss are now in my
mitts along with corrected and converted versions of Krazy Ape arid Island of Death. John says :-
c[...] I CW1IWe1.Lp~W[,th;etL~~~t"pe¥''hap~trr~, WM-r-€/W~paft2 of

~typ~-Uvfv0111l~pY£w~~~ ~I MN€/oomplet:edtpart"l. C

Thanks for the favourable response. You'll be pleased to find the listing here in this very issue. I've noticed
a very small problem with the program. When starting, if you press a cursor the game crashes. You should,
of course press a number and then a letter, but perhaps you or Fabricecould figure a way to stop this

.

happening. Anyone having trouble with the listing should get in touch with me and I can supply a
completed program. I do intend to have it on the next disk, for those that get the disk.
More from Johns' letter next time.

BIG PAGE OF SQUARES Featured in the mag is a sheet sent in by Peter Finan. This is to aid character
design. You used to get these sort of things in Speccy and Commodore comics, but I've rarely seen them for
theOric.

SPECTRUM Vs ORIC I pulled a review of the Oric from the internet. This was featured originally in the
famed Speccy comic, Sinclair User. I personally find these old reviews interesting. Some feature glaring
errors, deliberate untruths or just simple mistakes. This one claims the Oric-l keyboard is no better than the
Spectrum rubber effort. I have to disagree. It aint great, but it is certainly easier to use than the strange
Speccy layout with no space bar, And you don't have to spend the first five minutes searching for which
key to press because of the irritating 11

one-key" BASIC.

MORE REVIEWS We've dug through old magazines and found more reviews and pulled one or two off
websites. Let me know how you feel about these. I mean. we know what an Oric does -or should do by
now! Do you like to read these old things or would you rather have new articles?

j
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Hi to all the Bob's out there, and sorry to our new Bob for spelling his name wrong. (Mylousy typing, I'm afraid).
The internet con1n1unityof Oric users has been fairly active with much debate in the newsgroup aOOuthM to
convert files,hardware modifications and meeting people old and new.
Frank Wocdccx::kwas one of the more recent to resurface. Frank used to write programs for the Mictrotan 64.
including Othello,Moonlanding, Biorythymns, Dicey DIce,Bandit etc. Some of these programs were converted to
the Oric and were featured on the Multigames 2 tape. Frank also developed some hardware. called the Telesound
82. Thisdevise gave sound to computers through the TV.

Having a website is quite a nice way of getting in touch with Oric users. You get all sorts of comments from people.
Most seem to be after a cheap Oric. Most don't seem to want to part with their money and disappear after initially
seeming quile interested. It's a bit unfortunate that much communication ends up a waste of time, but the few that
are useful make it all worthwhile.
Some months ago, around Christmas time, I received an enquiry aOOutan Atmos case. Normally I wouldn't have
such a thing as I use any working boards I can to build up working Atmoses. I've recently had a sort out and got all
the working Oric-l s and Atmoses separated with a stack of non-working boards lurking between. After fIXing
machines for a few guys abroad I was left with an empty Atmos case waiting for one of the duff boards to be fIXed.
WellI spent several days with a soldering iron, unsoldering chips and testing them in a Atmos I have with a socket
for every n1ajorchip, (so no soldering required). Everything seems to work on the duff lxmds, so I'm completely
flummoxed as to why they won't boot Nothing overheats or anything like that With no-one offering any help and
a pile of working n1achines I've pretty much given up for now on fIXingthese, so I decidedto part with the Atmos
case when the request came in. Then nothing I
It is so typical to enter into negotiations, everything going smoothly ad then for the nothing to happen when it gets
to the money stage that I just forgot aOOutthis particular erm, case. After a message on the newsgroup the guy
turns up saying what happened to his case. It turned out that he had sent money, but I'd never received it
Tocut a rather longstory short - or shorter,Heknow has a working Atmosand throughthe correspondenceI now
have a littleCD-ROMwith some new Oric Programs from the Netherlands. I will get some of the programs on the
Rhetoric disk as and when I can. Programs feature utilities such as a very good assembler/disassembler, (or so I'm
told),games with two new adventures. These are translated to English,(just aOOut- Frank Boltonwouldhavea
field-day! ), so our adventure fans should enjoy them. Also there are some interesting littledemonstrations. One
program takes a BASICprogram and shoves it all onto one line of code.
Other stuff from the web is nice emails like this one:-

f-lil
J \VI.-\Sa spotty tee",age.. whe", my fathe.. bo owed a zx81i J hated it beca~ the games fo.. it we..e so

pOOl" ( 2 colow"s c\f\d no SOt\",d )1 it was the yea.. that eve..yo!'\e was getti"'g a compt"tet" a",d so i",ea..ly Dece ,t,e.. J

stood i",Comet in Readi"'9 ago"'isi"'g ove.. a 48K spec~ 0" 48K O..ic1..i decided 0'" the O..ic beca~ despite

costil'\g an e)d..y\ y10 the keyboat"d was bette.....

That \Vas whe", J stal"'ted to get a", i",te..est i", compt"tet"S ... who ca", fo..get thei.. fit"St pil'\g cOW\ma~1

,Al)Ol\t a yeal" latel" J we",t to a PCW show at ea..ls cOLift ( ..eme ,t,e.. them? ) cmd bot.-tght the O..ic p..i",te..

...had £70 hwitten on it (J thi",k ) a",d »"y dad said as a joke to offe.. them ??5 - to his asto",ishtne.",t they accepted;

»,yeL.\phol"ia didn'f lost 10"'9 as the bloody thi"'g ..e~d to powet" ~p...back the !'\ext day we went.. a~ the t..ade..

offet"ed IJ\e ,-~n.I-\tmos I"athe.. tha", n,y £35 back...we ag..eedl sold the O..ic1 iI'\the f-ee-ads.

/'vL)lllkl,l\is fill\"""SL,f'wu f...om F"'ul-\CC was OI"Ol\l-\d...bl\t that was it the ads that indL.\ded the wOl"d "Ot"ic"
wet"e beco'l\il\~-J non-existent...Sindait" I"l\led SL.\pt"en'\e..,J loved my O..icl J !'\eve.. had p..oblems with loadi"'g tapes

thoL.\gh SOI1\C~of 1nl' ft"ie",ds did.. best mel-Y\o..ies we..e J3K softwa..e - J ca",t fi",d a",y t..ace of what happeY\e.d to

J3K Softwd'~CY-';Y

Now:J fi,,'e l\f--:Jmy elnl"lato.. fo.. ",ostalgia .....

Regal"ds

Til1\othy O'Bl"ic",

h
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Thanks to those that have been in touch,

either by email or by sending letters. Please keeps
sending in what you can. We find everything
useful. Even if it doesn't make it to print, an item
can set the old grey cells working and result in an
article or something being included on the disk.
Most of all we need to know what you want from
us so we can try and provide what you need from
the magazine.

Dear Steve.
{_.] I do not seem to have contributed

much to the magazine over the past year

although j have written to Steve Marshall on
more than one occasion.

Is anyone interested in the League

Soccer program that was on an early disk from
RHETORIC? It was a hopeless BASIC program

that could never work as listed due to
numerous anomalies and the fact that it

gobbled up far too much memory. I have spent a

lot of the past year perfecting it and have now

ended up with a game that is 99.9"10perfect.

{-l A request. Would it be possible when
printing listings for tappers like me to enter in.

to have them printed in a larger type setting as
my eyes easily get confused having to keep

moving from line to keyboard then back to line

again. I am already wearing glasses and 70

years of age is rapidly approaching.

W. John Hurley

Steve Says:- Thanks again for your letter. Yes I've
had quite a few from you. As described last
RHETORIC I did send letters in for print, but they
sadly got lost. The work you did for me debugging
was most useful and the programs will appear on
disk and/ or in the magazine.

There is currently some interest on the
internet about programs from magazines such as
Your Computer and PCN. If you have any more of
these typed up 1'd certainly be interested so we can
include them in future issues.

I think I have said previously that I'd
certainly be interested in the League Soccer you've
been working on. I'm always keen to get any new
software or updates to older titles. Apart from that
it is always interesting to see what you guys out
there get up la. I try and make up articles and disks
for you lot and it is only the ones I get to here from
that I can really help out. I try and include
adventures and type-ins. I know some people just

aren't interested in these, but I do have people
contact me that do, so they get included.

Listings are being printed in two forms.
I'm including photocopies of original articles and
listings, which I feel is interesting to those that like
to collect things and see how things were. Other
listings are printed, (or rather will be printed),
straight from a listing in Oric memory.

With the first kind we are at the mercy of
the original text, and like the Destroyer listing
printed last time, it is sometimes difficult to read.
With the second kind we can improve legibility
and I'll try and do so.

I don't know what method you use, but
when I type in a listing I use a board and steel rule.
The board I made myself from a bit of plywood
which has a lip nailed to one edge. This was
originally a drawing board on which I stick
water-colour paper and do sketches. The lip will
stop a pencil dropping on the floor. It now serves
to hold a magazine and stops it slipping.

I use the steel rule as it is heavy enough to
stay reasonably in place. I put this under the line
I'm typing and scan what's going on screen to
make sure I'm pressing the right keys. This seems
to help a lot.

it
Hi Steve. here is part Z of the

RushHour listing-

I don't remember if there was any

accompanying text with part ,. but in case. here

are some notes of interest:

- the listing is a keyboard-version of Rush Hour

- it has some features not found on the version
that is available on the net (most noticeably

animated advertising on the trucks)

- the puzzles are different. so if someone has

completed the puzzles of the Net-version. h.
will find a completely new set of puzzles here.

- the program Is easily extendible with new
puzzles. the only thing to do Is entering new

data for the new puzzles after the existing

ones (no need to update the number of puzzles

or anything else. as the program counts the

amounts of data). In fact. if there's any chance

~
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Rushhour-addicts read the mag, J could provide
Lf new puzzles every month-

Anyway. something of interest to people typing

the program is:

- the program will surely be printed with a PC
printer. this means some chars don't appear on

paper as they are on the Oric. Here are the

two chars that don't appear in an Oric way on

the listing:

£ appears as - and the exponential arrow

appears as I'.

F abrice F rances (via email).

Steve Says:- Many thanks for the listing. I've
enjoyed the net version and find some of the
puzzles very challenging. I've certainly enjoyed
pIa ying the galne though I found the mouse control
a little difficult, so this version will be great for me,
especially with the extras.

I have printed the listing in three columns as most
of the lines are quite short. As requested, I have
nlade the print quite legible. If anyone requires the
first part reprinting let me know. I'll be glad to
redo it for them.

Hi Muso

A tip for Euphoric users in the next mag
maybe?..

If like me. you get fed up when using euphoric

under windows when the sound becomes

distorted. press F 1 twice and the problem will

clear!

Jonathan

Steve Sa ys:- Thanks for that. I can't say I've come
across this problem myself. It sounds to me like a
problem with your drivers, rather than Euphoric itself.

6

I did have a problem with the Oric Delighte Demo (Ode
Demo) which worked fine on Euphoric but gave a Break
on Byte error on the real Oric. I had to use a QUIT
command and then remove or amend any subsequent
DOS commands within the program -but this wasn't
necessary with Euphoric. I've not come across this sort
of problem before - anybody got any ideas?

Dear Steve.

There's a surprise - seeing my name in

your Bits and Bobs column. You are right that I

was trying to get a second drive. without a lot

of success. and it was kind of you to offer the

advice and help. Unfortunately. one's life-style

tends to change. sometimes quite dramatically

with new circumstances. and I have to admit it

is a long time now since I have touched the Orlc.

so J won't be worrying about a drive for a
while. J still remain a bit of a collector. as each

Rhetoric is carefully read and filed away with

the rest of the Oric stuff against some future

day - when I have time to think about it again. I

have quite a loftful of computer stuff and yes. J

do have all the French books on the Orlc. No.

sorry. I'm not getting rid of them yet. though

maybe J will pass them on one day.

F or now J have to be regarded as a
non-participant in the computer scene. as J am

really too busy and it had to be shelved in its

hobby aspect. The only computer I still use

regularly is the Atari (with flatbed scanner

and CD drive attached. and a hard drive. of
course) to produce the church magazines. as

well as my letters. J don't yet have a PC. nor

really want one - why give any more money to

Bill Gates? -. though J think J will have to take

the step eventually as the Ataris all gradually

wear out. The Ataris are plural because bits of

them keep giving way and J have bought up all

the machines I could from car boot sales and

jumble sales cheaply. allowing me to keep them

going as long as possible by replacing bits as

needed. Yesterday the horizontal hold went on

the monitor. causing a seasick-inducing swing of

the picture up and down. so I just swapped it
for another monitor from my vast store of
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spores and carried on. I will be sorry to see the
end of them when they all finally wear out.

Yes. I was the one who wrote the highly

coloured Atori PD stuff; 'Workout' as an

improvement on the available study programs

as I needed 0 freestyle learning set-up that

didn't force you into a particular learning mode

of levels the way the popular 'Study' program

did. but allowed you to set it up any way that

suited your work. and 'Fortnight'. on Christian

world history. for our church. Not all approved
of that prosram. I might add. or agreed with

the theo/osyl Too Bible-based and not 'liberal'

enoush for some. And I wrote a lot of other
little bits and pieces - my present daily boot up

includes on invisible correction to date my
saved files ZOO1 as all the available Atari lOOO
patches did just that - dated files lOOO but only
that: you ore in year lOOO for ever more with

them. whatever year you get to.
My preferred language is Forth. but we

see very little about it. It is rarely even

mentioned in lists of computer languages. which
I find odd. cosier to write than assembly but

often os quick. faster to write programs in

than C os it compiles as you go along and

mistokes show up instantly. eliminating the

'compile-correct program -re compile
,

cycle. etc.
etc. You con even convert the language itself to

whatever you want it to do as none of its inner

workin~jS are hidden. (There speaks the

lansuase fonatic). For quick little fixes though
let's be honest. it is even quicker to write them
in GP A Bosic. which I liked best of all the many
Basics availoble for the Atari.

In cose there are Amiga fans out there.

I sot a few of them in the jumble sales too.

There is one game I have never stopped playing.

even in these (my non-computing) days. and that

is Mindscope's 'Captive'. programmed by Tony

Crowther in 1990. It is permanently set up on

an Amiso since my Atari 'Captive' disc got sick

beyond repair. Whenever I need a few moments

re/oxation I have a quick go at it. Any other

'Captive' fons out there. or anyone with a game
disc in sood repair to let me have against the

time the Amiga version dies? After a fresh

start transferring to the Amiga. I am now

again deep in Mission 7. but with 65000 levels

this game could last a lifetime. It's Dungeon

Master' without the magic aspect. for those
who don't know it. I once advertised for

'Captive' games as spares for my future use as

the heavily protected copies wear out. but got

no replies. Anyone as hooked as I am is obviously

hanging on to their copy.

Apart from Orics and Ataris. my loft is
filled with Einsteins and a Sam - a great little

eight-bit but unfortunately produced too late.

when the eight-bits had had their day. My loft

will be recognised as a historic computer

museum eventually. perhaps. and be worth a
fortune - or perhaps not. Still. I do appreciate

the work you have to do in producing the
Rhetoric. from my own experience of produci"g

two church magazines. and I don't get anythi"g
much submitted to put in them either. though

they have to be filled. Sorry to se"d you all this

as print and not on a disc if you feel like usi"g

any of this waffle. but I expect you could,,'t

read Atari discs a"d I don't have '"ter"et /
E.-mail/modem etc;.

Yours sincerely.
Norma Wrangham.

Steve Says:- Many thanks for the interesting letter.
I hope you don't mind me picking on you last time.
I thought it might result in something of interest
and indeed I was right! I've considered having a
series called 'Pick a Punter' where I offer one of
our members the chance to write a little about
themselves and their computers. I wasn't too sure
how people would react, but with this favourable
response I may give it a go.

It's a shame you're not using the Oric,
though admittedly, I might not use it much if it
wasn't for Rhetoric; Well maybe the odd game of
Psychiatric and the Hellion.

I'd recommend occasionally switching
them on as apparently electronic components can
get a bit reluctant to work properly if they go for a
long time without electricity running through
them. I've had one or two Atmoses fail to boot up,
but with a bit of switching things on and off they
often come back to life.

Atari STEs are probably my favourite
computer. The Oric is great for it's time and I think
the machine they would or should have made ,if

7
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they h.lll survived, would be an ST type machine.
Your inferior Arniga is OK but has a lousy
operating system and isn't built so well as the
Atari, so I'd always favour the ST. The STe, of
course, has improved graphics and sound which
bring it in line with some of the better features of
the i\miga.

I remember you had an Einy as I used to be
a member of the' user group'. I got somewhat
frustrated with Tony's intent on seemingly making
running the group as difficult as possible and
continually digging himself in deeper holes
messing around with photocopiers. Here's what I
recommend to get the best out of most of your
machines :-

Take the Einstein monitor and plug your
ST in the YUV socket and your Oric in the RGB one
and sit it on top of the ST. There, you have a
syskm where you can use both your Atari and
Oric without messing around with plugs and
cables aJld so on. You get a very good colour
picture fur the ST though it can't handle mono
emulatiun too well. The Oric screen is beautifully
clear!

The Sam Coupe must be quite rare. I think
Jon 13ristow has one. They were a nice idea but
cam..! out a bit late in the day. Like the Enterprise,
EiJlSkin 256, MSX Il, CPC+. By that time Atari STs
and Ami{,>aswere available!

I think I have a copy of Captive amongst
nlY collection which I picked up whilst still in
Edinburgh. I think it may be one of those nasty
pirate cOfJies you find in boot-sales, but send you
what I have if only to get you using the Atari!
Maybe someone else out there has a proper copy?

1 used to go regularly to a car boot sale
and come back with a pile of vinyl records and the
odd computer for a tenner or so. Trekking round
the secund-hand shops I used to occasionally find
piles of Atari disks but he more common Amiga
stuff predominates. I haven't really seen much
Atari things since Cash Converters stopped
stocking such things. The internet is now the main
place to find old computer items, though prices can
go sky hi~~h! You collection may already be worth
a fOrlunl~ !!!

A tari disks can be read by the PC if they
are [urlll.illed for MSDOS compatibility. They can
of course be read by the ST which I have. I have 1st
Word,bt \Nord Plus, Write On and Protext with
1st \Vord Plus being what I used to use to write my
Oric articles for OUM. I've never got email or
internet dccess sorted on my ST though it is
possible.

f""",
c'C)

If you're not a Bill Gates fan then the Apple
is a great computer to try. Really all us Oric fans
should be supporting Apple as they house chips
from the same family as the 6502, as did the Ataris
and Amigas. These PCs just have souped up Z80s
!

Many thanks for your contribution,
Norma. I hope you get back to using the Oric
soonish, though we certainly appreciate your
support even if you don't contribute anything else.
Perhaps if you do have time in the future a series of
Forth articles would be nice. I know a few out there
that use Forth and a few like me that are a bit
confused by the back to front maths etc. Until
then, let's hope we can come up with something
that keeps you interested enough keep
subscribing.

50 Who.s Next (I

How about SOITE of our newer
rrenbers writing in and telling us about
what they ~t up to on their Ork:.s r

Tell us about your prograrrrnlng.
favourite galTES. the utilities you use
adn the projects you've been trying to
get working.

How about our foreign readers
writing about the Oric SCEne In their
country r

COME ON 6UY5 I
Eet your fin~rs out and

CONTRIBUTE sOITEthing. We know you
are out there III



Oric Sound
EVenth~se days, to get any decent sounds out of the Oric, you either need to be competent at machine
cuJe or a \vizafd at BASIC programming. .'

.

TII is ne~Jn1t be so.

Wilh a little basic understanding of the Sound Chip inside the Oric, you can produce some amazing
suunJ drects. These sounds may also be heard without any BASIC intensive routines.
Just GaSUB a subroutine and the sound will be heard.
So, onto the basics...

"

First of all, enter this little program that I wrote under SEDORIC on an Oric Atmos (You will not be
able to use it under any other platform unfortunately (See end of document for alternate ways))...

10 REM SEND AY REGISTER
15 PLAY7,0,1,lOOO:SOUNDl,lOO,0
20 USER O,DEF #F590
40 INPUT"WHICH REGISTER?"iREG
45 INPUT"AND THE VALUE?"iVL
50 USER O,AREG,XVL
60 GOT040

Make sure you SAYE it under some memorable file name such as SENDA Y or something.

\\'11)' AY?
lkcause delving into the Oric Hardware, you'll realise that the sound chip is called an AY8912.

So let us run through the program, line by line.

10 REM SEND AY REGISTER

A REM, what else can be said?

15 PLAY7,0,I,lOOO:SOUNDl,lOO,O

Sull1~v~ry simple BASIC commands to initiate the sound chip. I don't know what you're set up is like
but I generally use Euphoric for programming. My PC Sound Card is crummy and has a tendency to
nut respond well to Euphoric. So these few commands usually tell me if the sound is good or not. Cut
thc:mout if you want.

20 USER O,DEF #F590

Now this is where most BASIC programmers will fall over. This is part ofSEDORICs extended
BASIC.
The USER command is like the CALL command, calling a machine code routine from within a BASIC
program. But the USER command allows parameters to be passed.
Wc set the machine code up here, pointing the USER command to a machine code routine in the Oric
ROM at hexadecimaladdress F590.
'!'his is an exceedingly useful Machine code routine since it will send data to a specific Sound Chip
r~gist~r.
The z~ro following USER is the command number. I could have chosen Command number 0,1,2 or 3
but I chose 0, ok!

Nuw we have pointed USER0 to this routine, we can use it in line 50 to call the routine.
We pass it the register number which we get from you in line 40 (After the A (Which is the
accumulator)) and the data from you in line 45 (After the X (Which refers to the X-Register)).
AIler (,;allingthe routine, we'll jump back in line 60 for another go.

Nu...vonto what the AY Sound chip Registers actually do....

q



lhe Jollowing is a table of the Registers inside the AY Sound Chip. Register numbers down the left
killJ siJ~. Avoid using registers 14 and 15 since they are used for the keyboard.

1(1..'gisl~r

NUUil'~I.
()

I

Description

2
3
-i
5
6
7
g

9
10
11
12
13
l-i
15

So \, hat are all these low and high bytes?
Since every byte inside the Oric can only hold a value from 0 to 255, any value beyond this must use
mort: than one byte. So group bytes together to form big number holders.
With two bytes, the number of values increases to 65536. More than enough for Sound Value Ranges

So tirsl ufall, let's produce a simple sound.
S j JI-.:e wc have already set up the sound in line 15 of our program, we need only to write to a single
regblCr.
Su huw about setting the volume so we can here the sound...

IZegister 8
Valu\.~ 12

Th~ volume can range from 0 (Silent) to 15 (Loud).
OK, leJ up with the sound yet?

Regi?lef 8
Value 0

So what about the sound you heard when you initially ran the program (in line 15)? This was
accumplished using the Envelope generator. This is a part of the sound chip that can take over control
of the vulume. Various effects can be had from changing the way it manipulates the volume.
For instance, to do as we did in line 15, we need only to write to register 13.
This register can hold a value from 0 to 15 although only 8 values are unique.
The tollowing table illustrates these 8 values...

U
4
i:)
lu

-
11
12
13
14

\(1
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So with our program running...

Register 13
Value 0

So huw do we let the Envelope take over control?
Looking at the three Volume Registers, they use the lower 4 bits to store the volume. The Sth bit (the
value of 16)tells the envelopegenerator to take over volumecontrol for this channel.

Their are endless possibilities of using the Envelope generator in conjurtCtion with a tone channel
For instance, since the envelope generator can be a wave-generator (Us~g Wave Register numbers
8, I 0, 12 and 14 (Register 13, value 8 for instance», you can produce soUnd excellent sounds using very
low (Fast) envelope period settings.
Set the Period Register (High. byte) to 0 (Register 12, value 0), and the low byte to 60 (Register 11,
value 60) and you should here a low rumble. Now make the pitch of channel almost the same (Register
I, value 7 and Register 0, value 127) and you can produce some very dynamic, pulsating rhythms. And
this is only covering one sound channel. Place other sound channels with it to produce some even more
increJible sounds.

Foolllole:-
For Oric I users or Oric Atmos users without Sedoricor a disc system,you can still producegreat
sounJs using the PLAY command. This BASIC command covers most of the effects obtainable
through the listing above although you will have to read your manuals for further details on it's format.

For funher information regarding the Oric Sound Chip, refer to my favourite book, Oric Advanced
User Guide, Chapter 3.

11
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The story so far. We've got the
nl~in playing area, sorted the'm&in playi.ng
area and dra w n that on screen and then
used a lilUe ruutine to control the main
character. Weve seen that this is basically
a ganle of the Illaze type.

What ,N:OW~.Based ~ound a1;x:>ard
game with roOnl?,'rvyantedthe character.
to beableto 1110Ve around the screen but
have his progressed im'peded atcertain
tillles. The idea was to have a battery or
sometrung in the rooot. The power of the
battery would diminish as he moved
around so I'd hoped this would add a bit of
tension as. anything getting in the way
would mean youliad'lesstime to achieve
anything. My idea was to add doors to the
'buildings'. .

Plotting doors is easy enough to do
but what I didn' t realise at first was that I
would also have to plot every open' door
as well.This isn't difficult but it adds to the
weight of program code which slows
down the whole thing. In the initial stages .

the door thing' was a great idea, adding a
bjt of. originality .to the. game. 'Once I had 4
or 5 screei1s it became a liability slowing
everyttllng down and added huge
amounts of code to the game. as every
door had to be plott~,()r unplot~ed. I'm
sure there nlust bea way'of doing this in
BASICsop that thiDgs.would run
Sll1oother.Storing ~heinformation in an
array would ahnost :c;ertainlybe better. If
you.,don't spot these s6rt of problems you
dig yourself deeper and deeper into a hole>
as you go 011.it's the sort of thing that can
make you give up on a game, after
spending hours and hours getting the
thing':workingon.ly.t6have it crawl along
1ike;~'.d~dslug. .

.' '

Where's the baddies ? The main
missing component of the game now was
the baddies - or perps, named after
criminals in Judge Dread from 2000AD.
(perpetrators being another name (9r the
miscreants.) I think it's nice to add bits and
pieces of your own choice rather than
copying the form of other games. How
memorable is one Pacman cbne from
another? So even if you pinch an idea

. from elsewhere, add your own stuff and
.

make something original !
The perps need drawing in two

ways. After' dropping the previous ideas
. of different 1xxlyparts making up the
opponent I decided to go for using the
disk drive and having a nice HIRES picture
of the perp. In our playing area we
needed something else, so I has to plot the
characters on screen. Once Cyoo gets to
where the perp is, the HIRES picture is
shown and then you have a choice of how
you're going to deal with the scum.

Attributes and more problems.
I never realised 'how difficult animating a
character can be. I wanted to have the
perps moving around a bit to make them
more difficult to catch In the end I.~st
couldn't get the code right and . ..,~."

,'" .

begrudgingly dropped that idea muttering
on aoout how things aren't f~r and why
didn't they include sprites on the damn
thing....

This perhaps more than anything
made the game awfully static and spoiled
the gameplay. The great thing aOOut
computers is the animation and
interaction with animated characters:I'd
given up on that and so from this point
on the game was never going to be too
good. I hoped to make the thing a payable
game after all the programming I'd done.

I never realised perps could be such
a problem! I knew so~e of the attributes
I wanted. Each had a name and each
needed some power / energy. I decided to
have guns of differing strength so when

I)



Cylx>and a perp met the strength of the
gun decided who won in a fight.

At the start of the program I listed
all the attributes I though I would need. X,
Y co-ordinates and so on and then I used
arrays to store the names of perps. and

.

then an array corresponding to the first
which held info on the gun strengths.

Next problem was displaying the
perps. I wanted 20 or so but only to
display 3.or 4 at a time. Whilst using
arrays I figured I could use an array as a
flagfor whichwere displayed. .

Flagsare the way ever~ng works
on a computer really.W11enever a '

decision is made the answer comes from
whether a flag is up or down, on or off. I
simply gave a value of 0 for each perp I
wanted to display and 1 for all the rest.
W11enOne was captured and returned to
HQ that became 2 and the next 1 became
o. Why 2 for cjcaptured,perp:? WellI

.

,

wanted to display the l's so it had to be
something different. Juggling'the values
proved to be a little tricky and I spent
ages finding a bit of code that effectively
swapped the values round. ,

Here then is the code to change which
perp was shown:

5620 REM"***NEXT PERP ***
5640 J=O
5670 IFPP(J)=OOR PP(J)=2 THENJ=J+ 1
5675 IFPP(J)=OOR

PP(J)=21}IENG<;)T05670ELSEG9T05680
5680 IF PP(~l 'THEN PP(J)=O '

.

5700 RETURN

J is set to zero so that you go from
the start of the array~The next line looks
at the value of the array discarding a value
that isn't 1.The second IF line tells the
prog to try again with the next in the
array, or move on. If a value of 1 is
encounteredin the array then it is ,

changed to 0 .Thenew perp will then be
dispJayednext time round

'

This next bit of code looks to see
which perp you have and display the

~L

appropriate picture~Uke I said this should
have used arrays again - you live and
learn I guess!

5079 REM *** PERP COORDINATES ***
5080 IFX=7ANDY=16THENP=0
5100IFX=16ANDY=15THENP= 1
5120 IFX=33ANDY=16THENP=2
5140 IFX=33ANDY=15THENP=3
5160 IFX=14ANDY=12THENP=4
5180 IFX=26ANDY=15THENP=5
5185 IFX=30ANDY=15THENP=6
5187 IFX=24ANDY=13THENP=7

,5190 IFX=6ANDY=17THENP=8
5195 IFX=15ANDY7THENP=9
5197 PR$(O)="OURBAZ" :PR$( 1)="TEL"
5200 PR$(2)="UGL Y":PR$(3)="WOODY"
5201 PR$( 4)="YBRONS" :PR$(5)="YBRONS"
5202 IFP>5THENP=5 '

'

,

5203 HIRES :LOADPR$(P)
5204 GETKP$ ,

5205 TEXT

YBRONS appears twice as I only'
,had 5 pictures drawn at this stage.I'll tell
you how I drew those and why that
slowed things down yet again, next time
round. For now I leave you with the
message,think aoout it ! I spent a lot of
time working this program out on paper
before coding. My inexperience meant I
didn't allow for some features and I really
should have worked things out further on
paper before proceeding with the code.
So many potentially great games are lost

, becauseof poor planning. Sotry and
,

work out not just how a program works,
but how it might not work!
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INTRa. I was somewhat surprised when visited the book site,
Amazon.Co.Uk' and typed in 'Oric'. The surprise was that I
got a hit. There was an Oric book available in 2000 ! That book
was the Advanced User Guide, one of the best and most used
of the Oric books.

THE BOOK. In some respects the title says it all. Unlike the
Oric manual, or similar books, this is not a book for the
beginner. It does not deal with how to plug the Atmos into a
TV or how to take it out the box. From the offset the book is
describing the function of the 6502. Later the book is dominated
by a ROM disassembly, (Vl.l ROM), which makes up for
around half of the book..

WHAT'S IN IT ? There are eight chapters and fourteen
appendices. The first chapter introduces you to assembly
language and the 6502 and its' instruction set. There is some
good information here, but what is obvious is this book isn't
really for teaching you how to program. The information is
there and the details are given throughout the book, from
which you could learn sufficiently to be able to program - but it
doesn't explain things in quite the way you would if you were
teaching.

I think this book is therefore aimed at people who have some previous experience and so it gives information
'they could use. Beginners could learn a lot, but will probably struggle if they try and learn from this alone. That
said it is jam-packed with useful information and detail on how to get the Oric under your control.
Chapters on graphics, sound and the 6522 interface very good with a wealth of information. I question why a
chapter on the disk system is there. It offers nothing that didn't come in the Microdisc manual so anyone that
needs those details should already have them.

So on to the main part of the book - the commented ROM disassenlbly. It is complete and the text tells you
what each part is doing. An indispensable guide for anyone that needs to delve into the ROM. It's a shame the
Vl.0 ROM wasn't included, but there is Bob Maunders Oric-l Companion which contains a Vl disassembly.
You do find, later in the book comparisons of the different code locations in either ROM. E.g. CURSET is #FOC8
on the Atmos and #F02D on the Oric-l. Very useful if you want a program to work on both machines.

Appendices give as much useful information as the rest of the book with pin connections for major chips,
details of Page 0 and page 2 allocation which is useful to most people. For example, in page 2 is the location of
start and end addresses of BASIC. To find these you PRINT DEEK (#2A9) and PRINT DEEK(#2AB)
respectively. Similarly you can find the X,Y co-ordinates of the HIRES cursor by using PEEk at locations #219
and ~21A.

SUMMARY. For the serious user and those that dabble with programming, this is a nlUSt. It has often been said
that this is the most used book after the Atmos manual. The amount of information contained within is
outstanding and no other book is quite so comprehensive. Just get it OK? Go on... have a look at Amazon and
see if they have some left. It's well worth it you know. Go on ! OK, I've got a spare if your not on the internet,
so grab it will you can
It's got to be a 9/10 for this excellent tome I!!!

\~
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Another delve into little differences in the way Oric software was released. We've looked at some titles and seen

that it was the release of the Atmos that prompted software houses to repackage their material. The first thing that some
did was to check if it worked with the Atmos and if it was OK then they just stuck a sticker on the outside of the cassette
box saying "Atmos compatible".

Amongst the firms that did this were Personal Software
Services, or PSS to you and me.
You'll notice that the box still says 'for ORIC-1' and indeed it
still works on the old ROM version. In fact this particular title
has an Oric-1 version for 16K or 48K on one side and the new
Atmos '& V1.1 ROM' version on the other side.

And there it is on the right with a stunning red label. This seems to be in line with the Atmos colour
scheme. This side shows the 16K148K compatibility. But wait a minute, the old Oric-1 cassettes
wouldn't have the Atmos colour scheme, would they? Indeed not. Well not quite. In fact the previous
labels were a reverse image of the red one. i.e. they were black with red text upon them.

It is an easy way to see if you have an early cassette or a later one. What I'm not sure about is if these
changes came about all at the same time, or if they were gradually fazed in. Later PSS titles would have
a yellow stripe around the bottom featuring the 'for Oric Atmos' slogan.
I have yet to establish if any of those cam with the old style blue label box. I very much doubt it.

Here then is the original Light Cycle
cassette. You may notice it has the same
code number (018) and the same copyright
date so you can't rely on that to tell if you
have an early version.
You need a bit more detective work. With
this one you can tell the Atmos version
easily - because it says it on the label.
Sometimes things aren't so simple and you
can get easily fooled. I've had one or two
that must have been in the wrong box I!!

I think that all PSS titles eventually had the red label. The later ones would never have had the black
label, so it makes for an interesting addition to the collection getting the various versions gathered.

As ever, if you know any other details please let me know. I never noticed any differences until recently!
Anyone that is interested in buying, selling or swapping cassettes get in touch with me, or Jim Groom
who is also interested in collecting originals.



Drive an Oric
Oric's prodigal disk drive is reviewed by David Janda.

A
t last, the Oric Microdisc that has
been 'coming soon' for over 14
months, has arrived.

And, contrary to rumour, the Microdisc
is a proper 3.25 inch disk drive, with an
operating system that, once loaded, re-
sides in memory and not as separate files on
the disk.

However, Oric has been beaten at its
own game by ITL Kathmill, whose Hybrid
was reviewed in Issue 52. Although both
units contain Hitachi 3.25 inch drives, the
similarity ends there because they operate
quite differently. ..

Hardware

drive, to raise it at an angle.

Operating system
If you know CP/M you will find the Oric
disk operating system (DOS)' strangely
familiar, as the command structure is
similar in several ways.

All the DOS commands are prefixed
with '!'. This symbol is used on a normal
OTic or Atmos for user~defined machine
code routines, which programmers often
place on page four of RAM. This starts at
#400 (address 1024 decimal), and is

Table of Oric Microdisc commands
IUCIWP <drive no. > TO <drive no. > Copies entire disk.
ICOP'Y <old filename> TO <newfilename> (,option)

Options are Por N. write protect. C single disk. 0
or M. overwrite ormerge.
<filename> Deletes file, wildcards can be used.
<filename> Can include disk no. and wildcards.
<drive no. > Sets drive no. only foruse with more
thanonedisk.

IFORMAT <drive no.> Formatsdisk. note: does not lay down
OS.

ILOAD <filename> (option) Options are Ddisplaystart.
end and execution addressed. N disables auto-run.
A specify new load address. J join to program in
memory. .

IPROT <filename> (option) Pprotect, Nremove
protection. I protect and remove from directory.

IREM <filename> TO <filename> Renames file.
ISAVE <filename> (AUTO) Saves a Basicormachine

code program, with option of auto-run. For.
machine code start and end addresses need to be
specified. .

IOPEM <filename> (option) Opens sequential file for R
reading or Wwriting.
Closes sequential file.
<data> Write data to file.
<data> Get data from file.
<array name> .<filename> Sloresarraytodisk.
<array name> .<filename> Loadsarrayfrom
disk.

There are also the follov.;ng files on the system disk.
10lD Recovers last Basic program that was NEWed.
ITYP£ <file name> Displayscontentsoftext file to

scree n.
<drive no.> Disk configuration program.

The disk drive comes as two separate
pieces of hardware: the drive itself and a
(heavy) power supply. The drive sits in an
oversized black rectangular case. The new
power supply powers the Oric as well as the
drive - plus an additional drive which is
not yet available.

Inside the case is a controller board
resting on top of the drive, supported by
several pieces of fo.am. Behind this is a lot
of space, which looks as though it might
have been intended to contain the power
supply but turned out tobe too small.

The printed circuit 'board looks hand
soldered, with links here and there, and no
less than 21 integrated circuits.

The unit I received was a master drive,
which has a red reset button at the back,
and it controls any other (slave) drive that
may be added-they are not yet available,
but are 'expected in the near future'.

Finally, there is a small red plinth which
may be attached to the underside of the

Otic'. new disk drive sports the Atmos's striking colours and uses standard Hitachl diskS.

1DEl.
IDIR
IDRY

IClOS[
IPUT
IGET
ISTORE
IR£C.W.

ISYS
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reserved for such routines.
However, because the DOS uses this

page for the OS and the! is uC)edfor the
DOS commands, you'll have to be pretty
hot at machine code programming to
continue using! from within your Basic
programs. If any of your programs use!
already you'll have to disassemble the
DOS on page four to redirect the jumps.

File handling is restricted to loading and
saving Basic or machine code programs as
well as arrays. You can read and write to a
sequential file, and that's about it. Unfor-
tunately, there is no random access
whatsoever, and worse, you cannot
append to an existing file.

Data is !PUTto a file as a string, and you
can also dump numbers - as long as they
are integers and smaller than 256. Also,
you cannot open more than one file for
reading or writing at a time, so updating a
file is going to be almost impossible.

Oric says its reason for this is that it
wanted to keep things simple - but this'
may be taking things too far. To get into
'sophisticated applications' (as the advert
puts it) the disk user is going to need
something a lot more sophisticated.

In use
Once the drive is set up and the micro
switched on a message to insert the system
disk is displayed at the top left hand corner
of the screen. The systems disk contains a
number of help pages which are repeats of
what is in the manual. Also supplied on the
disk are three system programs: !OLD,
!SYSTEMand !TYPE,which are written in
Basic.

~

Unfortunately, the OS appears not to
verify as you format a new disk. I
discovered this after writing several test
programs which refused to load. Coupled
with the lack of any separate Verify
command, this means you have to be
especially careful.

However, the system does have numer-
ous and fairly helpful error messages, and if
you wish, it is possible to intercept errors
and find out what they are under program
control by PEEKing a location.

I found it possible to transfer some of my
software to disk from tape but had no luck
with programs that were in several parts'
with machine code.

Verdict
. Disk systems have two purposes: one is to

. provide mass storage, and the other is to
provide data file handling. Oric has missed
out on the second point, and I can't think of
any other micro DOS as liiniting as this.

Although the user interface is fine the
operating system offers very little to those
who wish to do any file handling.

The Microdisc is the 'approved' drive for
the Oric and Atmos. I would advise anyone
who is considering Oric disk systems to
take a close look at the Hybrid from ITL.
This system is far more sophisticated than
the Oric disk drive and, pound for pound,
offers a lot more. III
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Tirill..:for another delve into the shady world of collecting. Staying with cassettes we'll have a look at some more
differences. Tili:3 isn't just splitting hairs. A difference is a difference and to a collector that means there are more things to
add to the col10ction. In stamp collecting small differences are known for making a huge difference in price. My Dad
noticed some stCimpsin a booklet he bought in Scotland had only one phosphor band, (where they usually had two). To
cut a long story short, the halfpenny stamp was worth £25 a few years later. It is probably worth nearer £50 now!

Orics are not so valuable yet. I always maintained we had been undervaluing them in our OUM days and to
some extent i aill vindicated by the high prices reached by Atmoses sold on the internet. A near mint Atmos can fetch
around£ 15G vv'ith it's boxand manualetc. But that's a rarity though,you mightsay. Catchingon then are we? Yep, it is
the rare stuff that fetches the high prices so it really is worthwhile searching them out. Some of us are just interested for a
matter of completness. We've done an A to Z to list titles. Now lets get a list of different verions !
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Us poor Br;i.s \vc:l)t and got the cassettes as
they CJlllc OL.lso most people had the
original \.!clsi(JI is iike the above image of
Harrier AttaCK. f'Jotice the "any Oric-1" on the
spine? Til;S '...ould change in the new release
as would other features. The first main
difference is a big red stripe behind the Oric
logo in tile l;vilOIll left corner denoting the fact
that this was cH1Atmos compatible game. I
nice e,asy V,';j,y'to solve what must have been
a bit of a heuacne for manufacturers. Then
there is tile aforlnentioned change to the
spine wr1ictl novv' read for "any ORICI
ATMOS". Duidl also took the opportunity to
improve the if ISlruction sheet. Instead of
having a Ijtll~ paper thing that fell out of boxes
and got lost, they now printed the instructions
on the inlay card.

Is that it ? i.vlell tf1ereare also differences in the design of the cassette label. On the first version it gives the loading
instruction CLOAD"" but the new version specifies the filename , (I suppose because you can actually see what it is on
the Atlll0S. CLOAD"HARRIER". There is also the changefrom having'Oric' in the corner to havingAtmos/Oric-1
printed.
Now I'r"flot tuo sure how many of the Durell titles had this treatment. I mention Scuba Dive. I know that got the
revamp, but I can't remember ever seeing Atmos version of their other titles. I leave it to you to investigate. Please
have a lOOKalld let me knowof any updatesyou have.

One of the most obvious differences with
Orics is the different ROM verions. First you
had just Oric software, then the Atmos came
along and not everything was compatible.
So many titles were repackaged, sometimes
a new verions being written for the Atmos.
Where you had a fast copy on one side of
the tape and a slow one on the other side,
you would then get the Oric-1 v.ersion on
one side and the Atmos version on the other
instead.
Let's look at one of the companies that
repackaged their software - Durel!.
Over here many people had never heard of
an Atmos version of Scuba Dive. I
remember Jon Boileau mentioning this and I
was ~,~lt shocked -I.didn't know 11'
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The last i\'/O lkselye some explanation: EQ checks if the two objects passed as arguments are one and the
same in memory (physical equality) whereas EQUAL compares every branch of either object t<?check whethe~
they have tJ:e same external representation. :

Example:
(A TO\I 'A)
(ATO~d '(A))
(ATOl\'l '0)

--> T
--> NIL

--> T because 0 is the empty list represented by
the NIL atom!

(NULL 'A) --> NIL
(NULL '(A)) --> NIL
(NULL NIL) --> T
(EQUAL '(A (B C) D) I(A (B C) D)) --> T
(EQ '(A (8 C) D) '(A (B C) D)) --> NIL
(EQU:\L 'A lA) --> T
(EQ 'A 'A) --> T because atoms are stored uniquely in memory

- 5 -

e) CONl)itiol1~d

--------------
CON[) accepts as parameters any number of (non-evaluated) clauses in the form "(predicate

expression)".COND does not evaluate its arguments as a whole, but it evaluatesthe predicat~sinsidethe ..

clauses in Sl'qucnceuntil it findsone which is "True" (not NIL), then it evaluatesthe associatedexpressionin
the clause and returns the value of that expression. Otherwise (if all
predicak;:; evaluated to NIL), COND returns NIL.
Example:

(CGND «EQ 'A lA) 'YES)) --> YES
(CGND «(EQ lA IB) 'YES)) --> NO
(CUNL) (EQ lA 'B) 'YES)

er 'NO)) --> NO .

This den10nstrates the use of T as the last predicate,
but you can do without it as shown below:

(CGND «EQ X 1) 'FIRST)
(~EQ X 2) 'SECOND)
(~EQ X 3) 'THIRD)
( 'OTHER) -->FIRST, SECOND, THIRD or OTHER

depending on the value of X...

t) Arithl1l-.:t:c

-------------
FWh.:ti011names may vary from one LISP dialect to the next, but you always have the four basic

operatio1l:)~lSwell as order predicates.
Example:

(- 239 (* 7 (/239 7))) --> 1

« 3 7) --> T

0 ) Assioilll1cntb v

-------------

5



For LISP purists, assignment must be eschewed just like a GOTO statement in a structured language. In
'"'iact,assignment is often reserved to the higher level of a program, when you have to assign a name to a value,
like in maths. But then this assignment must not be changed (symbols are not variables!) in order to avoid side
effects.
Example:

(SETQ A '(1 23) --> (1 2 3)
A --> (1 2 3)

SETQ does not evaluate its first argument (the symbol) and returns its second argument after assigning it to
the symbol. SET is even more dangerous because it also evaluates its first argument:

(SETQ B 'A) --> A
B --> A
(SET B '(A B» --> (A B)
B --> A
A --> (A B)

h) Defining Functions
---------------------

A LISP function is an expression which has the generic form below:
(LAMBDA (paraml param2 ... paramN) expr)

where paraml, param2 ... paramN are the names of formal parameters and expr
is the body of the function.
Example:

(LAMBDA (X) X) is the identity function (it returns its argument)
(LAMBDA (X Y)

(COND «AT01\1 X) (CONS X V»~
(T (CONS (CAR X) V»~»~

is a function which adds X to the start of list Y if
X is an atOI11,otherwise it adds the CAR of X to the
start of list Y.

.

There is no standard way to associate a function definition to a function
name: LeLisp uses the function DE (for example: "(DE IDENTITY(X) X)" ),
VLisp stores the definition in the property list of an atom, other
dialects associate the definition to the value of an atom. In the rest
of this manual, we'll use the MuLisp function PUTD.
Example:

(pUTD 'IDENTITY '(LAMBDA(X) X»
In MuLisp, the default value of atoms are the atoms themselves, which makes
it possible to remove the quote (') from before a function name when no value
is assigned to it. Now, a few classics:

(PUTD LENGTH
'(LAMBDA (X)

(COND «NULL X) 0)
(T (+ 1 (LENGTH (CDR X»»

) »
calculates the length of a list: (LENGTH '(A BC» --> 3

(pUTD MEMBER
'(LAMBDA (X L)

(COND «(NULL L) NIL)
6
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«EQUAL X (CAR L)) T)
(T (MEMBER X (CDR L)))

) »
looks for an expression in a list:

,
(MEMBER '(A B) '(A B (A (A B» (B A) (A B» -->T

because (A B) is found in fourth position.
(PUTp FACT

'(LAMBDA (N)
(COND «EQ NO) 1)

(T (* N (FACT (- NI»»
) »

calculates the factorial of a number...

11.Introducing OricLisp
---------

OricLisp is a LISP dialect derived from LeLisp (by Jerome Chailloux) for user-defined functions
(LAMBDA, FLAMBD~ MLAMBD~ see below) and ITomMuLisp (by AlbertD.Rich, David R.Stoutemyer,
and Roy Feldman) for the rest, although OricLisp is implemented quite differently (as MuLisp was
implemented on Intel 8080 and 8086 processors). Relatively few functions have been predefined (over 60 of
them, however!) in order to leave as much as memory space as possible available to the user.
Nevertheless the powerful features of OricLisp make it possible to develop sizeable applicatioJ1s.

OricLisp was written in 1986 (but this manual only in 1995!).

11.1 Main Features

~

* You can save a memory dump so you can resume a session at the exact, stage where you left it, or extend the
language with custom definitions, or produce Lisp applications which run automatically.
* Full 32-bit arithmetic, using any number base (radix) from 2 to 36.
* Variable-length symbols (up to 256 characters) which may contain any ASCII character (including the space
character). Symbols can thus be used as character strings.

* Segmented virtual stack so the processor can access a 3K stack at the same speed as the usual 256-bYte
stack.
* Large user RA11 with a standard 16K for dotted pairs and character strings (i.e. over 4000 dotted pairs),
and almost 12K for atoms. This memory layout may be changed.
* The garbage collector compresses all user workspaces (strings, pairs, numbers, symbols) transparently.
* Eval and non-eval functions, plus function and character macros!
* Closed pointer space and address-typed data for greater efficiency.

11.2Getting Started
----------

Enter CLOAD"ORICLISP" ITomthe Oric Basic 1.1 command line to load and run the software trom
tape (or LOAD"ORICLISP" to load it from disk, but memory dumps can only be saved to tape). The top line
of the screen displays the copyright text, and a question mark prompt is displayed to indicate that the.
system is ready for character input from the keyboard. Enter a few expressions to verify that the interpreter is
runmng:
Example:

? 'HELLO
=HELLO
? (+ 2 2)
=4

7
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I Display and Keyboard
-----------------------

For increased speed, display routines have been redesigned, so you can use 38 or 40 columns and the full
28 rows of the screen with a faster scroll routine.

The keyboard scan rate varies based on the user activity: the keyboard is scanned every 3 hundredths of a
second during character input, but only every second during calculations and every tenth of a second during
display. his combines performance and user comfort, because a program can always be stopped during
calculations by holding down Ctrl-C for 1 second, whereas it uns about 15 percent faster.

b) Line Editor
--------------

The OricLisp line editor is quite different from the Basic one and usesa 128-character buffer (i.e. over 3
screen rows). The last entry (terminated y the RETURN key) is stored in the buffer, making it easier to edit
the revious entry.

.

Two edit modes are available: Insert and Overwrite. The default mode is Overwrite. Press Ctrl-I to
toggle to Insert mode, or back to Overwrite mode.

In Overwrite mode, any ASCII character you type replaces the character located at the same position in
the buffer (hence in the previous entry).

In Insert mode, any ASCII character you type is inserted at the current position in the b~ffer, and the rest
of the buffer is shifted to the right.

The highest ASCII character (DEL) has a special meaning because it deletes the last character you typed
(thus moving one position to the left in the buffer). Apart from CTRL-I, two more control characters are
available to use the previous entry from the buffer:

.

- Ctrl-A copies the current character from the buffer, so holding down Ctrl-A copies the previous entry
up to the character you want.

- Ctrl-D deletes the next character in the buffer. (You will not see the effect of this keystroke until you
press Ctrl-A, however).

For example: suppose you have entered the following line:
? (PUTD FACT '(LAMBDA(N) COND «EQ N 0) 1)) (T (* N (FACT (- NI))))))
=(LAMBDA(N) COND «EQ N 0) 1))

Then you realise that you forgot an open parenthesis before COND and typed a extra close parenthesis after
the first clause.
To edit your entry, you just have to hold down Ctrl-A until

? (PUTD FACT '(LAMBDA(N)
is displayed, then press Ctrl-I to toggle to Insert mode, type an open parenthesis, then hold down Ctrl-A again
until

? (PUTD FACT '(LAMBDA(N) (COND «EQ N 0) 1)
is displayed, then delete the extra close parenthesis using Ctrl-D, and copy the rest of the line using Ctrl-A...

11.3 OricLisp Primitives
------------------------

a) QUOTE
--------
This is the classic QUOTE function, which protects its argument from being evaluated.

? (QUOTE (+ 2 2))
=(+ 2 2)

8
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6999 ' 10 EASY LEVELS
7000 DATA" {-H]"
7001 DATA "[]!! "
7002 DATA "<>vv "
7003 DATA "A {-} "
7004 DATA "I[] "
7005 DATA "v{-} "
7009 '
7010 DATA "! []<>"
7011 DATA "v{-H]"
7012 DATA "<> ! !"
7013 DATA "[] v v"
7014 DATA" {-H]"
7015 DATA" {-}"
7019 '
7020 DATA" "
7021 DATA" A"
7022 DATA "[]<>!j"
7023 DATA 11A[]VV"
7024 DATA 11

I! []"
7025 DATA 11vv{-}"
7029'
7030 DATA "!!{_}A"
7031 DATA "vv! I"
7032 DATA "<>v v"
7033 DATA "!AA []"
7034 DATA "vII []"
7035 DATA" vv []"
7039 '
7040 DATA" IA[] "
7041 DATA 11

vI! []"
7042 DATA "<>vv "
7043 DATA "![]{-}"
7044 DATA "v [] "
7045DATA"[] 11

7049 '
7050DATA"I[] 11

7051 DATA" vIA 11

7052 DATA "<>vl "
7053 DATA "A[]V "
7054 DATA "l! [] 11

7055 DATA "vv[][]"
7059 '
7060 DATA" I A 11

7061 DATA" v!1! 11

7062 DATA "<>vvv "
7063 DATA "! ![] 11

7064 DATA "v!v[] "
7065 DATA" v[][]"
7069 '
7070 DATA "! !{-}"
7071 DATA "v v[]!"
7072 DATA "[]<>AV"

7073 DATA" ![]I!"
7074 DATA 11v !vv"
7075 DATA" v[]"
7079 '
7080 DATA "! {-}"
7081 DATA "v{-}!!"
7082 DATA "<>!!VV"
7083 DATA" !vv[]"
7084 DATA" v{-} "
7085 DATA "{-}[] "
7089 '
7090 DATA" "
7091 DATA" A !"
7092 DATA "<>1' v"
7093 DATA "Avv[]"
7094 DATA "I{-}! "
7095 DATA "v{-}v "
7097 '
7098 ' 10 HARDER LEVELS
7099 '
7100 DATA "! A[]"
7101 DATA "v[]I!!"
7102 DATA "<>!vvv"
7103 DATA "[]v[]!"
7104 DATA" {-} v"
7105 DATA" []"
7109 '
711 0 DATA" I![]"
7111 DATA "[]vv! "
7112 DATA "!A<>V!"
7113 DATA "vl{-}v"
7114 DATA" v!{-}"
7115 DATA "[]v[] "
7119 '
7120 DATA IIA[]{_}"
7121 DATA "I! []!"
7122 DATA "vv<> v"
7123 DATA "! ![]"
7124 DATA "v v!!"
7125 DATA "[][]vv"
7129 '
7130 DATA "! []A"
7131 DATA "v []I!"
7132 DATA "<>!AVV"
7133 DATA" vl[]"
7134 DATA "{-}v !"
7135 DATA" {-} v"
7139 '
7140 DATA "! []"
7141 DATA" vA{-}"
7142 DATA "<>1 !"
7143 DATA "Avl!v"
7144 DATA "I[]vv!"

7145 DATA "v {-}v"
7149 '
7150 DATA "[] A! "
7151 DATA" Ivl"
7152 DATA "<> v v"
7153 DATA "I[][] "
7154 DATA "v !{-}"
7155 DATA "OvO"
7159'
7160 DATA" ![]O"
7161 DATA" v ID"
7162 DATA "A<>V "
7163 DATA "I AD!"
7164 DATA "v I[]v"
7165 DATA" v []"
7169 '
7170 DATA" {-}[]"
7171 DATA "01 A"
7172 DATA "! v<>.I"
7173 DATA "vD[]v"
7174 DATA "[] ![]"
7175 DATA "{-}v[]"
7179 '
7180 DATA "A![][]"
7181 DATA "Iv !A"
7182 DATA "v<>vIA"
7183 DATA" Dvl"
7184 DATA " I[]v"
7185 DATA "[]v "
7189 '
7190 DATA "OAI "
7191 DATA "A Iv[]"
7192 DATA "I v<>!"
7193 DATA "v []!v"
7194 DATA "l! vi"

.

7195 DATA "vv Dv"
7197 '
7198 ' AS MANY EXPERT
LEVELS AS YOU WANT
7199 '
7200 DATA "{-}! "
7201 DATA "I v!"
7202 DATA "v<>!!v"
7203 DATA "[]!vv "
7204 DATA" vDI"
7205 DATA" [][]v"
7209 '
7210 DATA" I{-}"
7211 DATA "AvA "
7212 DATA "1<>11"
7213 DATA "vI v!v"
7214 DATA" v[]vl"
7215 DATA "{-}[]v"



r~219 I

7220 DATA "{-}"\[]"

7.221 DATA" I[]"
7222 DATA "<>!v !"
7223 DATA"! v[]v"
7224 DATA "v []!!"
7225 DATA "<>[]vv"
7229 '
7230 DATA "{-}!!"
7231 DATA" [] vv"
7232 DATA "<> !!"
7233 DATA II!![]vv"
7234 DATA "vv! []"
7235 DATA "[]v "
7239 '
7240 DATA" ![]"
7241 DATA" v!!"
7242 DATA "<>!!vv"
7243 DATA" vv[]"
7244 DATA "!{-}!!"
7245 DATA "v []vv"
7249 '
7250 DATA "[][]!!"
7251 DATA 11{-}vv"
7252 DATA "<>! "
7253 DATA"! vAn"
7254 DATA "v[]\ t"
7255 DATA "{-}v v"
7259 I

7260 DATA "![]/\ "
7261 DATA "v[]/ !"
7262 DATA "<>/\v v"
7263 DATA "[]I "
7264 DATA" !v[] "
7265 DATA" v[][]"
7269 '
7270 DATA "!{-}!/\"
7271 DATA "v []vl"
7272 DATA "<> ! !v"
7273 DATA" []vv "
7274 DATA" !![]"
7275 DATA "[]vv "
7279'
7280 DATA "! {-} "
7281 DATA "v []/\ "
7282 DATA "<>!!II"
7283 DATA "Uvvvv"
7284 DATA" ![]"
7285 DATA "U v "
7289 '
7290 D A TA "{ - } ! []"

7291 DATA "{-}v "
7292 DATA "<>! "

7293 DATA" V[]A"
7294 DATA "I []II"
7295 DATA "v{-}vv"
7299 '
7300 DATA "!I[]!I"
7301 DATA "vv[]vv"
7302 DATA "A<>I I"
7303 DATA "I Iv v"
7304 DATA "v v{-}"
7305 DATA "{-}[] "
7309 '
731 0 DATA "! {_}A"

7311 DATA "v[]! I"
7312 DATA "<> v!v"
7313 DATA "[]!Iv"
7314 DATA" w[]"
7315 DATA "[][] "
7319'
7320 DATA" []A! "
7321 DATA "{-}Iv "
7322 DATA "<> vI "
7323 DATA "I []vl"
7324 DATA "v I[]v"
7325 DATA "[]v "
7329 '
73~0 DATA "{-} 11"

'7331 'eATA",~' [] vv" -
7332 DATA" <> lA"
7333 DATA "!![]vl"
7334 DATA "vvl[]v"
7335 DATA "[]v "
7339 '
7340 DATA "n! "
7341 DATA "! v[]!"
7342 DATA "v <>Iv"
7343 DATA "[] Avl"
7344 DATA "{-}j!v"
7345 DATA" []vv "
7349 '
7350 DATA "[]A A"
7351 DATA" I I"
7352 DATA" v[]v"
7353 DATA" A[]"
7354 DATA "I[]I "
7355 DATA "v[]v "
7359 '
7360 DATA" I[][]"
7361 DATA" v{-}!"
7362 DATA "<>11v"
7363 DATA" vv[]"
7364 DATA "I []II"
7365 DATA "v{-}vv"
7369 '

7370 DATA" ![]IA"
7371 DATA" vAlvl"
7372 DATA "<>Iv v"
7373 DATA" vl[]"
7374 DATA "I[]v "
7375 DATA "v{-} "
7379 '
7380 DATA "{-}AI "
7381 DATA "{-}Iv "
7382 DATA "<> vII"
7383 DATA "I OVV" ",..'

7384 DATA "v I[]I"
7385 DATA "[]v v"
7389'
7390 DATA "[]A lA"
7391 DATA" I vi"
7392 DATA" v<>v"
7393 DATA" A[]"
7394 DATA "![]I "
7395 DATA "v[}v "
7399'
7400 DATA" I[]"
7400 DATA" v[]"
7400 DATA "<>1111"
7400 DATA "[]vvvv"
7400 DATA "I{-}It"

"
t
7~lOODATA "v{-}vv" .

7409 '
7410 DATA "I{-}!I"
7411 DATA "v []vv"
7412 DATA "<>1111"
7413 DATA" vvvv"
7414 DATA" I[]"
7415 DATA" v[]"
7419 '
58900 DATA "":REM THIS
MARKS THE END OF
LEVELS
58999'CHARDEF:CARS
59000 DATA

#40,#40,#40,#40,#40,#40,#4
8,#58
59001 DATA

#40,#40,#41,#43,#44,#58,#7
9,#78
59002 DATA

#40,#5F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7
F,#7F
59003 DATA

#40,#7C,#7E,#7D,#7C,#78,#
78,#70



59004 DATA
#40,#40,#40,#40,#60,#50,#4
F,#47
59005 DATA

#40,#40, #4 0,#40,#40,#40,#7
8,#7F
59006 DATA

#77 ,#6F ,#58 ,#67,#7F ,#7F ,#7
F,#7F
59007 DATA

#7 F,#7C, #7 8,#70 ,#7F ,#7F ,#7
F,#7F
59008 DATA

#58,#58,#58,#58,#78,#7F ,#7
F,#7F
59009 DATA

#4C,#43,#41,#40,#40,#7F,#7
F,#7F
59010 DATA

#47 ,#4F ,#6F ,#70,#5F ,#7F ,#7
F,#7F
59011 DATA

#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#4 7,#79,#7E,#7
F,#7F
59012 DATA

#60 I#78, #7 C,#7E,#7E,#4F ,#7
7,#7A
59013 DATA

#7F ,#7 F,#7 E,#7E,#7E,#4E,#
40,#40
59014 DATA

#61,#4C ,#5E,#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#5
E,#4C
59015 DATA

#7F ,#7F ,#5F ,#5F ,#5F ,#58,#4
0,#40
59016 DATA

#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#43,#4
0,#40
59017 DATA

#78, #7 3,#67 ,#6 F,#6F ,#6F ,#4
7,#43
59018 DATA

#5F ,#4F ,#67 ,#77,#77,#77,#6
0,#40
59019 DATA

#7 A,#7C,#7E,#7C,#7C,#70,#
40, #40
59020 DATA

#40, #40 ,#40, #40,#40,#40,#4
0,#43

/'
)
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59021 DATA
#40,#40,#40,#41,#43,#47,#4
F,#7F
59022 DATA

#40,#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7
F,#7F
59023 DATA

#40, #40, #40,#40, #40,#40,#4
O,#7C
59024 DATA

#4 7 ,#4F ,#5F ,#5F ,#60,#7F ,#7
F,#7F
59025 DATA

#6F ,#5C,#58,#50,#70,#7F ,#7
F,#7F
59026 DATA

#60,#60,#60,#60,#60 ,#7F ,#7
F,#7F
59027 DATA

#58,#58,#58,#58,#58,#7F ,#7
F,#7F
59028 DATA

#5C, #48, #45 ,#44 ,#42 ,#7F ,#7
F,#7F
59029 DATA

#47,#4F ,#6F ,#70,#5F ,#7F,#7
F,#7F
59030 DATA

#7E,#7E,#7F ,#7F ,#4F ,#73,#7
8,#78
59031 DATA

#3F ,#3F ,#3F,#3E,#3E,#3C,#
00,#00
59099 ' CHARSET: TRUCK

& Mise
59200 DATA

#00,#00,#00, #00,#00,#00,#0
0,#00
59201 DATA

#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7
F,#7F
59202 DATA

#07,#07,#07,#00,#00,#00,#0
0,#00
59203 DATA

#40,#43,#4 7,#4 7,#4F ,#4F ,#5
F,#5F
59204 DATA

#40,#78,#74,#74,#74,#6C,#6
C,#4C
59205 DATA

#7F ,#43,#78,#42,#7 A,#43,#7
F,#40

59206 DATA
#5D ,#58,#57 ,#57,#4F,#50,#5
F,#5F
59207 DATA

#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#41 ;#7
F,#41
59208 DATA

#7C,#7E,#7 A,#73,#61 ,#41,#4
1,#61
59209 DATA

#5F ,#5F ,#5F ,#SF ,#5F ,#5F ,#5
F,#5F

.

59210 DATA
#41,#41 ,#41 ,#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7

F,#7F
59211 DATA

#63,#67 ,#7F ,#7D,#58,#55,#5
8,#55
59212 DATA .

#7F ,#7F ,#7E,#7E,#7E,#40,#4
0,#40
59213 DATA

#70,#66,#4F ,#5F ,#5F ,#5F,#4 .

F,#46
59214 DATA

#7F ,#5F ,#4F ,#6F ,#6F ,#60,#4
0,#40
59215 DATA

#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#40,#4
0,#40
59216 DATA

#40 ,#7F ,#73,#6D ,#60 ,#6D,#
73,#7F
59217 DATA

#40,#7F ,#78,#73,#78,#78,#7
1,#7F
59218 DATA

#40,#7F ,#63,#7D,#73,#6F,#6
1,#7F
59219 DATA

#40,#7F ,#61,#7D,#78,#6D,#7
3,#7F
59220 DATA

#40,#7F ,#6D,#6D,#61 ,#7D,#
7D,#7F
59221 DATA

#40,#7F,#61,#6F,#63,#7D,#6
3,#7F
59222 DATA

#40,#7F ,#73,#6F ,#63,#6D,#7
3,#7F



59223 OATA
#40,#7F,#6"} ,#70,#78,#77,#6
F,#7F
59224 DATA

#40, #7 F ,#7:i, #6 D,#73,#6D ,#7
3,#7F
59225 DATA

#40, #7 F,#73, #6 D,#71 ,#7D ,#7
3,#7F
59226 DATA

#7C ,#79 ,#73 ,#77 ,#77,#4 7,#4
3,#41
59227 DATA

#4E,#64,#7'1,#78,#78,#78,#7
1,#60
59228 DATA

#40, #73, #79,#7 D,#7D ,#7C,#7
8,#70
59229 DATA

#5 E,#7C,#79 ,#78, #78, #43, #4
1,#40
59230 DATA

#4 7,#73, #7 ~,#7 D,#7D ,#7C ,#7
8,#70
59231 DATA

#58,#56 ,#5C ,#58,#70,#40,#4f
,'",

0,#40 ','

59499 ' CHARSET: LONG
TRUCKS
59500 DA-rA

#6F, #6F ,#6f J#6F ,#6F ,#6F ,#5
F,#5F
59501 DATA

#40 ,#5F ,#5F ,#5F ,#5F ,#5F ,#5
F,#6F
59502 DATA

#40,#7 C,#7 C,#7 C ,#7C,#7C ,#
7C,#7E
59503 DATA

#6F ,#6F ,#6F ,#6F ,#6F ,#6F ,#6
F,#6F
59504 DATA

#7 E,#7 E,#7 E,#7 E,#7 E,#7E,#
7E,#7E
59505 OAT A

#6F ,#6F ,#6F ,#6F ,#6F ,#6F ,#7
7,#77
59506 DATA

#7E,#7E,tT-7 E,#7E,#7E,#7E,#
7F,#7F
59507 DATA

#57,#57,#57,#57,#58,#57,#5
7,#50

59508 DATA
#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#40,#7F ,#7F,#

40
59509 DATA

#7 F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#40,#7F ,#7F,#

41
59510 DATA

#40,#4F ,#4 F ,#4 F ,#4 F,#4 F ,#5F,#

5F
59511 DATA

#40,#7E,#7E,#7E,#7E,#7E,#7D,
#70
59512 DATA

#5F ,#5F ,#5F ,#5F ,#5F ,#5F ,#5F,#

5F
59513 DATA

#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#3F,#7F ,#7F,#

7F
59514 DATA

#7D, #7D ,#7D,#7D,#3 D,#7D,#7
0,#70
59515 DATA

#5F ,#5F ,#5F ,#5F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7F,#
7F
59516 DATA

#70 ,#7D,#7D ,#7D,#7B,#7B,#7
13,#7B

.

59517 DATA
#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#40,#7F ,#7F ,#7F,#

7F
59518 DATA

#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#40,#7F ,#7F ,#7F,#

7F
59519 DATA

#7B,#7B,#7B,#4 7,#7B,#7B,#7B,
#7B
59520 DATA

#7F,#7C,#73,#6F ,#5F,#5F,#60,#
7F
59521 DATA

#60,#5F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#7F ,#40,#

7F
59522 DATA

#43,#7D, #7E, #7E,#7D,#73 ,#47,
#60
59523 DATA

#70,#60,#60,#60,#60,#70,#7F ,#7
F
59524 DATA

#41,#40,#40,#40,#40,#41,#7F,#7
F

59525 DATA
#69,#71,#61,#61,#63,#67,#7F,#6
F
59526 DATA

#7F ,#78,#7B,#68,#6B,#78,#5F,#
46
59527 DATA

#41,#41,#43,#47,#4F,#4F,#5F,#
7F
59528 DATA

#6F,#6F,#6C,#6B,#6B,#6B,#73,
#43
59529 DATA

#7F,#7F,#7E,#7C,#78,#78,#70,#
60
59530 DATA

#41,#41,#43,#4 7,#4F,#4F ,#SF,#
7F
59531 DATA

#69,#71,#61,#61,#63,#67 ,#7F,#6
F



ORIC 6522
IN/ OUT PORT

Roberl l)enfolds describes a sophisticated
'input/vutput "port for the Oric computer.

In common with oLher low cost micro-
computers the Oric 1 has only a limited range
of built-in interface:s. and does not feature a
port which can be tJsed directly as a latched
output to drive LEDs. relays etc.. or as an
input for switcheS or analogue to digital
converters. It is pvssibl~ lO add a latch to the
parallel prioter yort for simple output
applications, as dc:.~ribed in an earlier article
in E& CH. but for mure demanding applica-
tions a PIA or VlA can be added to the
expansion port.

The latter has the full complement of
address, data. and conleol bus lines. and it
would presumably be possible to add any of
the normaJ 6800/6502 family of interface
devices here. The 6522 was chosen as it is
relatively straig,hlfurward lo use even if only
one or two input or output ports are all that is
re4uired In adJilivl1 it has a number of
features which ultimalely make the device
more versatile thoul alternatives such as the
6821 .

The device proviJ~s two8 bit input/output
ports which ha ye each bit individually
programmable as "n input or an output
Additionally, each port has two handshake
lines, one of which c;~nbe used as in input or
an output, and onc wbich is an input only.
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The device alao has two 16 bit counter/timeD,
and it provides the opportunity to use
interrupts. In both cases these facilities bav.
not been tried in earnest by the author, but
there is no obvious reason why they abould
not be usable in specialised applicatioDs
which require: their use. They can only be

employed in coqjunCtiOD with mac:biM,
routines however and tbeituae requires &\\
depth undentandina or both the Otic aDd~

. 6522. In this article we willonly couidcr ~ ,

use of the mterfKe .. . input!OUIpUtpan.

ValDI The Porta
AD the real""'" or tbe:6522 t"";'jwilh
their addre88eI, an aboWIIin'TUJe' I, but
only tM fint four are U8eCIwMD-. 1b8
iatcrfacc u8impJe inpuf/oulpUt poI1I.

. AD intereitina reatU... la' tile IDcl...ioDof
two registen for Port A. -one which&i"'
operatioll of the hadlbake.1iDe1 (It they aN
uied). aDd 0lIl whiah cIoa not. In practice
Port A would 'normaUy be .Cidrcued at
DPFl whetharhaiulahakiDa ".. required or
not. The point about reliur BFFF la that it
live. the option d ...lnl Port A witbout
activatinJ the h8Dd1hake li..1 and at the
same time \llins thl. port with haDdlhakial
via BFFO. Thil is DOt80IIIetbiq tbatl8libty
to be used eat deal in pncdce. ad we will
assumehcre thlC Port A i8 aI.a,. ICCIIIId
via DPP!. ..

.

Before a Port CaDbe 'used it 11ft8C8I8IJ')'to
set up each data line as aDinput or 8D.~tput.
u requiDd. ~J. wlsm theDaiA D~
Replterl (DD"). at BPP2'udBPP3;'arc
used. Settin&. bitOCthae "iiRtrI:it:1 ietI
its ~. data liDe .~ aa,:outIN'
while aettiD.a bit at 0 mabI.the':relevUt
data line aDmpuL For instance. at lWitcb-oa
the DDRs are both .. 80UfO and all the data
lines are mpuu- but; Jf 240 (11110000. 1ft
binary)i..t toDDRA at BFF3,PM to
PA 7 are set 81 outputs while PAO to P A3 are
left as inputs. In mOlt cue. an linea of. port
wiUbe set as inputl or outputs. and it i. then
just a matterol'writinl2S5 totbe appropriate
DDR if ~ oUtput.port 11. nMI"" Ot,
alternatively, wri~O to~',pDa,~~
that all lineahive been ~)"Mtu ~

In pn,raJ there ii DotJ~ly ~~bi[1DJ
ditrlCUltyin driviDaopto.iiolaton, ~ ICIi'
reJay driven. IDd 10 OD&om either port,' arin
drivinl the porta from loale ICa; AID

...Tuna to 50

HEX DECIMAL REGISTER
BFFO 49136 Port B
BFFl 49137 Port A (handshake)
BFF2 49138 . Data DirectloD R-lIlter B
BFF3 49139 Data Direction Re,lIter A
B}<'F4 49140 Timer 1 Counter (low byte)
BFF5 49141 Timer 1 Counter (hlsh byte)
BFF6 49142 Timer 1 Latch (low byte)
BFF6 49143 Timer 1 Latch (low byte)
BFF8 49144 Timer 2 Counter (Iow byte)
BFF9 49145 Timer 2 Counter (hJaIh.Uyte)
BFFA 49146 .Serial Shift Relilter .
BFFB 49147 Auxiliary Control ReaI..er
BFFC 49148 Peripheral Control RqI8ter
BFPD 49149 Interrupt FIll Relate..
BFFE 49150 Interrupt Enable Rqister.,
BFFF 49150 Port A (no handahakeJ
Tabl. 1.6511"""""1optUr wIda8UOCI8t .
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Apart from the 6522 il."clf the only olhu
circuitry required is the uddress dccodinf..
Mr 1 sho\Vsthe full circuit diagram of the
in,[rfc~(.

\Vith the 16K ven:ion of the Oric thu(
would prcsurn~:bly he $.I)me32 K of memory
locations free of RAM or ROM, bUtthe 48K
version ,.of the machine has the full 64K
add res s, range of the 6502 occupied by
RAM'{16K of which is overlaid by ROM).
However, there are spare memory locations
from a4dress # BFEO to # BFFF (the ~ sign
beifigused to indicate a hCAadedmal nu..-nber
in Oric BASIC), as shown in the memory
map (Appendix A) in the Oric manual The
point that has to be kept in mind is that
altho,ugh these addresses are normally
un~ed by the roach ine, there are never-
theJcss RAM and possibly ROM located
here.

When using the expansion port of the Oric
u an output this does not mm1.c:t~ince the
microprocessor win simply write to both the
~M and the output device. When
information is being read from the port the
situation is dift'eren~ as there would be two
devices placing an output on tJ1edata bus if
both the RAM and input circuit were read
simultaneously.
.' The Oric manual does not specify how the

internal input/outpUt devices can be cut oft'
fiOm the data bus, but the list of tenninals
(A.ppendix F) in the manuaJ does show one
marked I/O control This appears to be an
inPut which i$ nC)fmally high, and takiug this
pia low when inputting data appeared to be
partially effective, but ltin left some
c,omapdon of the data. Experimentally takiq
the ROMDIS and MAP pins low u well
aeemed to entirely clear die problem, and
IIIowcd an unhindcml flow of data oato the
dIU bus.

In the circuit ofFls IICI is.4 to 16 line
dCtcder. and the oel)' output whkh is used in
dIi. cue is output 11 (B in hex). This is used
Iodec:ode the upper four addms liDa.1C3 is
. ei&ht input NAND pte wbich is used to
decode the middle eiaht address lines, and
will only produce a low output if ... eiaht

~-~............

inputs are hi[.h (F F in hex). Two NOR
gates of rC2 are used to prexhJce a low output
only whc n th<: outputs of lC 1 and IC3 arc
l~~.~~!: !~;\:.'~ '..':!.~i('L (~!;!'.' 0~>:~~!~ ~}-;!!~'!":~dd!~~:~~~'

horn + f-,j.TO to:;; BFFF Qrc ptcSC/'Hon tht
address bus. The outpul fron;IC2b is uSt'd lO
drive the negative chip select input of the
6522 (IC4). and the positj,,'e chip select input
is simply wired to the positive supply r8iL
The 6522 has sixteen internal registers
which are selected using the register select
inputs.. These are fed from the lowerfour
addrc5s lines at1d the 6522 therefore
occupies all the address locations from
#BFFO to'#BFFF. There is effectively full
address decoding so that the addresses from
# BFEO to # BFEF are free for use with
other interfaces.

The eight Ijne data bus connects direct to
the bidirectional data bus of the 6522. A
74LS245 transceiver was originally used as
a buffer here, but it seemed to be supcrfluou~
and has been omitted from the final design.
The clock input of the 6522 is fed from the
clock (02) tenninal of the expansion port,
and an importaDt point to note here is that the
clock frequency is just I MHz even though
the Otic uses the 1.5MHz 6S02A version of
the 6502. It is thus unnecessary to. use the
high speed 6522A device for IC4, and the
standard 6522 is perfectly satisfactory.

The resct,;~write, and IRQ (interrupt
request) terminals connect. to the CO~
ponding 1iDesof the Oric expansion port. The
6522 is therd'ore reset 8t awifcb.onandwhen
the break ~ is operated.

The circuit il powered from the onc
power supply via the two output tenninaJa rI
the expansion port. The power supply seems
weD able to take the em. Io8d in tbc abort
and medium ~ but it mi&btbe actviaabIeto
suppIJ the iDtedKC fium its on power
suppIJifitis.likelyto he ued for proloepd
period&. The Supply c:um:at required is about

100 milli.mps or 10. Cl q merely a supply
decoupIin& capacitor.

No8e1battwo ptcs ~[C2 arc wmsed'lad
that DOcoaaectioas arc:made 10 the inputa 01'
outputs of either « these.
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Construction

Units of this type tend to be a little awkward
from the constructional poi nt of view, but the
~ir'rk'-;";\.;('(:prinlrd I.'ircu:t bi'"rd (11ri, : i~
rr<:~('IJ;:i',;y ~,(I<iir,l:lror\\';JTd I.; ~:uild r.nd :hlt
j. ::~11<1i~ I: eol (nt)J~ )',,':n! ~.:(!" \"h, ;', u' i~;i'<./'( ,

:!:~~~ :":jt ~L:':d G:' ,--'('~~~:;~;\.:C~;(~7:. ~ }-!( t',("i::i'~ .~.~:~t.'\

PI,-,j-;;,th' ht mi)~;t Li1SV tc [i.:iid if tht' Ijr.}

w:n.~s <.lr~ aJ,kd'bcforc the i~I:;::gr3!(J cir('~jt$

a:1d Cl c.re seldered in place. On L1C
prototype all four integrated circuits a:-e
mounted in sockets, and it is strongly
recommended that at least IC4 should be
fitted in one.

The connection from the board to the Onc
is mad~ by wayofa34 way ribbon cabie of up
to about one metre in length fitted with a 34
way header sacker, and ready-made cables
of this type are easily obtained The header
socket plugs into the .expansion port of the
Oric, while the free end ofthe cable connects
to Verpins fitted at the appropriate points on
the printed circuit board. Connecting the
cable is quite easy provided you strip the
insuiation from the end of each wire and tin
the exposed wire, plus the veropins, with a
generous amount of solder. Be careful not to

r

Figure 2. (riaht)
show. the Coil

pattern of'tlle PCS.
This ba t.eea

deliilaed 8$ a male Lsided board la order
to keep coAl down.
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cress over any ofthe,l~ads amI Lo(,.'Onnectthe
cable the right way round ( refer to FlI2 and
Appendix F of the Oric manual).

The inputl output connections of the 6522
are taken to two 20 way tDC plu8S: and in
each case ten pins are .used as ground
connections and screens while the other'ten
carry the eight input! output connections plus
the two handshake lines. The pin configur.
Lions of the two connectors are slightly
different to keep the ptintcd circuit board as'
uncomplicated as possible) and the two
configurationsare shown in Aa 3. The ports

'

arc designated Port A and Pan B. to
correspond to the method 'of identification
used in the 6522 data sheet

TestiDI
Connect the inteTface to the expansion port
of the Oric before switchina on. so thlt.the
6522 it reset at switch Oft. A quick initial
check of the unit can be made by typiDl into
the computer:-

PRINT PEEK <-BFFO)

-.J
and hitting rewm. This shouki give the
answer 255 since both ports act as inputs
after rese~ and both have pull up resistors on

pOln I c;A1 CAI I'll) ItA1 PA2 itA)
'M

ItM ItAI
"'41

POIn' A PlO ,at Pm f'A ,.. 1'15 ,. PH} (81 C8Z

0 000 0 0 0 000.. 1,
»' 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ALL COMIECT fO O.wUNO

Rpre 3. The pi. COGfI8aratfoDI c;r..e two
PCR COII8ecton.;

.

.
.~

.

all eipt data inputs. Pon B is a # BFPO
. incidentaUy. If the unit is not operating
properly some other answer will be obtained.
and this would probably by 85 which is the
number nonuIly prosrammed into. BFPO
and other uaused memory locations of me
Oric after switct~OIL If the right answer is not
nbtainrd switch off'at once and check the unit
thoroughly uatil the fault is found and and

....rectified. ~



\. Jnverters etc.) but the 6522 data sheet
~~houldbe consulted if there is any doubt as to

whether or not a particular device wi1t
directly interface to the unit. The data sheet
gives a mass of information about voltage
leve1s, drive currents, etc.

Control Register Mode of Operation
uuOiu Handshake Input Iv!oae (highilow}
001/2 Independent Input Mode (hlgh/Jow)
010/4 Handshake Input Mode (low/high)
011/6 Independent Input Mode (low/high)
100/8 Handshake Output Mode (high/low)
101/10 Pulse Output Mode (high/low)
110/12 Low Output Mode
111/14 High Output Mode

Table 2. ne available mod.. of CA2 101~tber with tIa. bllllry cod.. 10produce them.

'Handshaking
Some applications wilJneed no more than the
eight input!output lines of each port, but it
will often be necessary to additionally use
oneor bothof the handshake lines. The form
which the hmdl)haking takes will vary from The handshake input modes are the same
one application to anothe-i-and in its most modes that CA 1 uses. The independent
simpleform it isjUSlu matter of producing an mode is different in that read and write
output puJse to indicate to the .peripheral operations to Port A do notceset the jnterrupt
devicethat new dau is avaUablc, or of actiri& flag, and the only way of doing this is to write
on an input pulse which...signaJs to the a I to the flag. In the handshake output mode
computer that new darais present at the CA] is taken]ow by a write operation to Port
input A more sophisUca~ technique may A at BFFOt and is reset to the high state by an
be required in some ~'..ses where, for input to CAl. In the pulse mode it goes low
e:xample, it might be necessary for a for one clock cycle (about 1us) when data is
pedpheraldcvice to indicate that it is ready to sent to Port A at BFFO. In the low and high
receive data, with the computer then sending output modes CA2 simpJystays continuous1y
data to the port and indjcating that it has done in the specified state.
so. This requirc£ two handshake lines. one Thus, to set CA2 in the handshake output
acting as an input and the other operating as mode and CAr in the low to high mode the
an output. number wrhten to the periphera.l control

The 6522 can handle any normal hand- register would be 9 (8 + 1) using the
shaking requiremen~ and the handshake command:-
lines are not difficult ,to master. POKE #BFFC 9

The handshake lines arejJJl~c to operate '
in ,the. required.: ~~j1{i~~~A~!!~i,~g..~~~, Of course, this sets. the. control re~ister for
appropnate numeef tothe:penphet~'rConttOl~~1P9rt,.~ at zero, and If this port was m use as
register at BFFC. When a handshake line Is "welrthe''il~mber POKEd would have to be
used as an input.. 8 bjt of the interrupt flag calcuJated to set the upper four bits in the
register at BFFD shows whether or not the correct states as well.
input has been activated. Four bits of the interrupt flag register are

If we consider the peripheral control used in conjuction with the handshake lines,
register finit, bits 0 to 3 control the Port A as detailed below.
handshake Jint:~whil~ bitS 4 to 7 function in
exactly the same way but for PortB. In order
to illustrate the WilYin which the handshake
lines are controlled we will only consider the
use of Port A together wi~hbits 0 to 3 of the
peripheraJ control register.

CA I can only be used as in input and it has.
just two modc$ of operation. If bit 0 of the
peripheral control register is set at 0 a high to
low transition of CAt sets its interrupt flag.
while a 1 in bitO of the controJ register results
inthe flag being set on a low to high transition
of CAl. There are two ways of resetting the
interrupt flag to ZCN>.and one of these ili to
simply to perform a read orwritc operation to
Port A at BFF I. The other is t'o write a ] to
the appropriate bit of the ;n~rrupt flag
register (it cannot be set at 0 t)y wri ting 0 to
this bit of the flag register).

CA'. eRn he used in four input and four
output modest and it is controlled by bjts 1 to
3 of the peripheral control register. Table 2
shows the available iDodes and the binary
codes!decimal numbers that produce them.
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Bit 0 (1 in decimal) CA2
Bit 1 (2 in decimal) GAl
Bit 3 (8 in decimal) CB2
Bit 4 (16 in decimal) CBi

In order to check if just one bit of the
register has been set the logic AND function

.PJ.a

Z:t. .
8.
.-

*

is used For exampJc, PRINT PEEK (-
(. BFFD) AND 8 wou1dgive an AJ18Werof8
if bit 3 of the interrupt flag register is set, or 0
if it is noL In other words the other bits are
masked ofT and do not affect the number
returned. This system can be used with any of
the other bits of the register, but be carefuJ to
AND the PEEKed value with the correct
number.

Apart from the two ports and the two
timer/counters the 6522 also has a seria]
register, and input, latches on both ports.
There is not enough space to go into greater
detail here, and anyone usine the interface
would be well advised to obtain and carefully
study the 6522 data sheet

PARTS LIST
Capacitor
C1

SemJoondacton
IC1
IC2
IC3
IC4

i00n

74LS154 or 74154
74 LS02
74 LS30

6522

Connectors
PL1,2

MiscellaneouI
PCB, Veropins, 34 way ribbon cable
fitted with 34 way lDC header socket.
DIL sockets, Wire. etc.

20 way IDC plugs

f1ptt."n ne, oftit. ~ ,., "'dNlICA.u"""" la.
.-a.n ...NI .,118.08.'- ,., ,.,. aa,

RaM.

.~



John Gilbert reviews a possible cornpetitor

Oric stakes its claim to the Spectrum market

THE ORlC ONE has been proclaimed by its manufacturer as the machine of the future. In the same breath it says
that it is a machinewhichwas designed to run in direct competitionwith the Spectrum.

.

The machine is impressive in many respects but its general performance during bench-testing was less so. Oric is
manufactured in two versions. The first, and most inexpensive, is the 16K model. If, however, you want to do
serious work with the machine it is a good idea to buy the 48K version, as Oric Products International does not
plan to upgrade customers' 16K machines.

At the launch, the price of the Oric was set below that of the Spectrum and the specifications far exceed those of
the Sinclair machine. The keyboard is bigger and more robust than that of the Spectrum but the keys are just as
difficult to operate.

There are several output ports accessible through the back of the machine. The cassette interface uses a three-pin
DIN socket for communication with an ordinary cassette player. The cassette interface will wQrk at 300 baud for
slow but reliable operation or at 2,400 baud for fast but less reliable saving and loading. The cassette interface
works well but is not as accurate as the Spectrum output.

Next to the cassette port is the ROB - red, green, blue - monitor interface. It will allow you to plug a monitor
straight into the back of the systemwith no other pieces of equipmentadded.

Also included in the range of ports is a Centronics interface for a printer and an output bus from which joysticks
or external RaMs can be run. That set-up is more durable than that of the Spectrum but we could not make the
Centronics interface work with a Seikosha printer, as the Oric always crashed.

The initial power-up of the machine can pose problems to a beginner to computing. The Oric will often produce
very spectacular crash displays before it decides to settle down for the introductory frame to be displayed.

1)



Nhen the power is switched on, the computer will display the number of bytes available through the system.
iltially there are 47,870 bytes but when programming starts the user will have access to only 40K of memory.

'The Oric has been seen as a threat to the Spectrum. That may be true in the long run but at present there
is a dearth of software'

Unlike the Spectrum, the Oric has two main modes which allow memory to be used for text - program and data-
or for high-resolution screen display. On the hi-res screen alphanumeric characters can be displayed only using
string slicing and conversion of strings to their ASCII code values. It is therefore difficult to mix text and graphics if
you are a beginner.

The Oric allows full re-de.finition of the character set. The alternative character set can be switched on through
the Basic command LORES and the normal set can be switched back using the same command.

Oric International has implemented MicroSoft Basic on its new system. That version of the language seems to be
an industry standard at present. The Oric implementation of it is certainly more powerful than Sinc1airenhanced
Basic. Most of the commands on the Oric can be mimicked on the Spectrum but the Oric also allows the user to
write extended Basic subroutines, which will be implemented by defining new Basic commands. It is, therefore,
possible to create your own extensions to the Basic language.

One extension which could be made in the language is the addition of Basic statements which would handle file
input and output. On the Oric you have to save the variables area to save files but on the Spectrum you use LOAD
DATA. This is not ideal for beginners who know little about memory maps and machine code.

The Oric One c~mp~es well to th~ Spectrum but there are several difficult areas. One is the manual; the booklets
are being despatched With amendment sheets. In the first versions of the manual, some of the programs would not
run as listed.

The author of the manual also seems to have devoted too much space to machine code programming on the 6502
processor. That space could be better-used by explaining the Basic language a little more coherently. At the
moment the manual does not do justice to the machine.

The Oric has been seen as a threat to the Spectrum. That may be true in the long run but at present there is a
dearth of software for the machine. The Spectrum has a tremendous software and hardware backing. It also has the
name of Sinclair on it. At the moment Sinclair seems to have nothing to worry about but if Oric produces the
pro~ peripherals ..intime, Sinclair could well have a fight on his hands.

Sinclair User
May1983
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Ad)ust~ent ., part 2. !!!

It was the booze
-

Excuse No.2 :

I had n~t had my allotted

coffee break.

Excuse No.3

Me dinnner waz in the
oven

32P)
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Rhetoric # 1 5
Brian Kidd ( b.kidd@ntlworld.com )

.

49 Harlequin Drive I Allt-yr-y nl NeVvPort IS .Wales. NP20 5GJ

The a nswers to last iss ues posers wi1I be fo und 0 n my se co nd
page I a 10ng with the correctio n to the horse odds poser I wh ich
had a little b it of informatio n miss ing - d id a nyo ne spot it ?

This issues posers ~

1) A little bit of conce ntration needed here.

ABCDEFGH

WHAT LETTER IS T\'\IO TO THE RIGHT OF THE LETTER 1~t1MEDIATEL Y TO
THE RIGHT OF THE LETTER FOUR TO THE LEFT OF THE LETTER Tv\IO TO

THE RIGHT OF THE LETTER FOUR TO THE RIGHT OF THE LETTER
IMMEDIATELY TO THE LEFT OF THE LETTER Vv'HICH COt'y1ES ~Y1IDyVp.,Y

BETVVEENTHE LETTER Tv\IO TO THE LEFT OF THE LETTER (Cl AND THE
LETTER THREE TO THE LEFTOF THE LETTER (FI ?

2) Polling Day Votes:

At a rece nt bye-e lectio n a tota Iof 2319 68 votes were cast for the four
candidates I the winner exceeding his opponents by 1026 I 2822 and 6428

votes respective Iy .

How ma ny votes were reee ived by eac h ca nd idate ?

3) Just how ma n>1?

Take the letters of the Eng Iis h a Iphabet. No\-v us ing these 0 nIy 0 nee in any
word J how many words of 4 letters or rnore can you rnake I "Nhile not

allowing plural 'v"tOrdsor hyphenated vv'ords
J eg cats ~~w~-laLs .

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A mystey prize is 0 n offer to 0 ne lucky respo nda nt .
Last iss ues prize wi nner \NaS :

Henrik: Holm
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Rhetoric# 15
Bria n Kidd ( b.k idd @ntl\NOrld .com )
49 Harlequin Oriv) .8.1It-yr-y n ) ~~eY\'P°rt. S .\.Vales . HP20 5Cl.J

1) The others) if the preceeding letter is included) forrn anagrarns of an
aslTo log ica I nature) ie :

A.Got = Goat ( Capricorn ) ~B.Car = Ctc1.b ( Cancer ) ~
C.Seals = Scales ( Libra)

2) Oops Jhorse No. 5 J(Forget Me NOl only' just made to the stall. Sadly due
to his lateness ) his odds were not posted in tirne for pri nting ) but Vv'€'re6-1

aga inst . Give n th is fact) '10u ca n now have a guess at U1eanSVv'€'r!

NO.1 - Breezer 4 to 1 aga inst
HO.2 - Speedy 4 to '1ag;:1.inst
Ho. 3 - Tailender 4 to 1 against
No. 4 - Napster 5 to '1aqa inst
No. 6 - Lucky 6 to 1 against
No. 7 - Odd Man Out ????????

'Nhat odds shouId be give n to horse No. 7 ) in order for t~1ebook ie to give
h imse If approx imate 1'1a 2 O~~ rnarg in of profit?

3) This has to be solved by reciprocals) in the formula (81.-1 + b-1 - (;-1;-1 ) ie:

( 8-1 + 10-1 - 5-1;-1 {8-1 = 1/S = 0.125} = (0.125 + 0..1 - 0.2;-1 = 0.025-1

= 110.025 = 40 ~v1ins.

4) If you list out the possibilities ( 100 ) ) y'OU 'vvill find onl~J 36 total >= 13 )
therefore odds of getti ng >= 13 are 64 : 36 or 16:gaga inst . As for hilting 13
exactly) there are 0 n1'1e ig ht c ha nces ) therefore '10ur odds are 92: 8 or 23: 2

against.

5) Remove the ~,eads
J break eac h mate h into tvv'O ha Ives and re-arm nge as :
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